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Dramatic Night For Fulton..

THE

NEWS

PUBLISHED IN THE "BANANA
Volume Twenty-Six

-

CAPITAL" OF THE WORLD

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, April 25,
1957

Number Sevesteen

Nation Watches Jo SENIOR PLAY AT Health Officers Urge
FULTON HIGH WILL
And Nancy On TV BE GIVEN FRIDAY Immediate Clean-Up
Of Premises In Area

"Matadie and the Oppo(By Paul Westphalia')
site Sex" will be
I'M FROM THE TWIN CITIES OF FULTON
If
the
whole
United States didn't know it before, they
AND
presented at 8:00 p. m.
SOUTH FULTON, Jo tells Arthur Godfrey on CBS
have now been informed that the "banana" capital of the
On Friday evening at 8
-TV
world is 500 miles north of New Orleans in the twin cities o'clock the Senior
Monday night . . . and thus began a conversation
Class of
that of
Fulton, Ky. and South Fulton, Tennessee.
all residents hailed as a beautiful job for commun
Fulton High will present the
All residents living in Ful- might
ity
expect many times that
They also know that the twin cities have produced a annual class play in the Carr ton and in the area within
benefit. Then Jo introduced Nancy . . .
a amount
year if the cambeautiful young vocalist by the name of Nancy Adams, Auditorium. This year's pre- one-mile radius of Fulton are paign is this
not effective.
who sang her way into the hearts of the nation Monday sentation is a three-act comedy requested to begin a big cleanThe appeal is made to city
"Maudie and the Op- up campaign of their premises
night on the Arthur Godfrey "Talent Scouts" program entitled
residents and farm residents
posite Sex."
this weekend in preparation for
alike, since the mosquito knows
--and earned herself a featured spot all this week on the This delightful comedy
com- an intensive mosquito-eradicamorning Godfrey show.
bines some • uproarious compli- tion campaign that will get un- no boundaries when it flies.
Distance is its only limiting
Both Monday night's program and the daily morning cations with the natural con- derway May 1st.
factor, and that is estimated
cern of a girl's parents, and
program are carried nation-Wide on the CBS network.
The urgent request is made
at a mile maximum range.
As Nancy's "talent scout," Jo did a marvelous job for a fine and genuine affection as a personal appeal by health
Specifically, the Health debetween
two
young
authoriti
people.
es
In
of
Kentuck
y
and
Fulton Monday night and the whole area is proud of her the
midst of all the fun there Tennessee, who are working partments request these points
and has expressed its appreciation in telegrams. phone are some sensible
of all residents:
answers to together for effective local con1). Clean up all old tires, tin
calls and messages by the hundreds, both to New York some important question
trol
of the encephalitis-germ s about
cans
or other containers that
and to the NEWS office.
young people.
bearing mosquito. The camThe characters in "Maudie paign is a special one setup will hold water. Dispose of
As the "talent", Nancy was lovely and radiant Monday
them at once. Leave nothing
night. Using the same ukelele that she has so often and the Opposite Sex" are as especially for the Fulton area, around
that will hold water.
plunked out her accompaniment with on her programs follows: Mrs. Mason, played by which counted four deaths Mosquitoes
breed only in quiet
Wanda Sons; Mr. Mason, play- from encephalitis last year and
over WFUL, Nancy acted the part of the seatoned young ed by
water.
Dale Breeden; Maudie,
performer that she is as she did her number to orchestra their younger daughter
2). Make immediate plans to
, playscreen your house well. Inspect
accompaniment without missing a beat or batting an eye- ed by Becky Edwards; Sylvia,
your present screens to see
laah.
their older daughter, played by
they are mosquito-proof.
And all this before perhaps 60,000,000 viewers, says Patsy Davis; Lynn, a friend of
3). Be on the lookout for
Sylvia's, played by ElWanda
"IlDREAMED I WAS THE QUEEN OF FRANCE"... CBS. Possibly a third of the whole nation. Whew!
men carrying knapsack sprays,
Lawson;
Davy,
M
a
u
di
e
'
s
It was the unanimous concensus in Fulton that the comHenry Maddox, President of and give them
sang Nancy. with accompaniment on her banjo-ukelele...
prompt admis"steady", played by Ken Wins- the Fulton County
Farm Bu- sion to your property. An inand the enthusiastic acclaim of the New York studio munity had sent its two best emissaries to New York ton; Mr
Endicott, a young reau, announces a county
-wide tensive
and both had come away with a marvelous job.
ground
audience indicated that Nancy was well received.
spraying
writer, played by Joe Dallas; meeting of
cotton farmers

It

COTTON GROWERS
WILL HAVE MEETING

on throughout the area will be
The whole thing has fairIN
Marge, Bev, Sandy, Terry, and April 30, at
,the R. E. A. build- planned several times during
electrified quiet little Fulton
Pat, girls of Maudie's age, ing. Hickman
•
P.
S
. Kentucky
at the campaign.
and South POlton. With explayed by Nancy Wood, Norma 7:30 p. m
When
will
Fulton's
rellent publicity Warded by
The authorities stated to the
New Owen, Mary Charles
Herring,
Mr. Maddox said that follow- NEWS this week
radio, Cape Girardeau TV and York delegation return,
that while
Patsy
Fleming, and
Jud y ing a meeting of the American
At presstime Wednesday we Brownin
nearly every newspaper from
Chlordane and DDT will both
g; lifeguards, played Farm
Bureau
at
Memphis, be used, and DDT for airplane
Paducah to Memphis. the stage didn't know; not sere they did by David Holland
and Don Tenn. on April 19th, it became
spraying in rural areas, the
was set for Nancy's appearance either Latest information has Hogan.
necessary to call the Fulton concentration will
Monday night long before cur- it that Nancy may be offered
not expected
Mrs. Charles Burrow, who is County cotton farmers
together to be strong enough to be sertain time. All other meetings another week with Godfrey, in directing the play, is
being as- to discuss new cotton programs
which
case
Nancy
iously harmful to fish in ponds.
and her sisted by Jean Cole
were cancelled and everybody
Byntun. advanced at the Memphis meetA few may die, but the en"at work" in town during the mother will likely remain over The stage crew is compose
d
of
ing
Those
who
attended
the tire population will not
show, from waitresses to ser- and return on the train. Jo George Burnette,
be
Truman
SatMemphis
meeting
were Harold wiped out.
vice station employees, made and Mary Nelle, 'driving, will terfield, and Harry Lacewell
. A. Rice and Lucian Isbell from
arrangements to get off for the probably return this week end. David Holland is
The intensive campaign for
the stage this seetke.
Fulton and its immediate
halt hour.
manager, and Don Bogen is is
Ot...AP1 JP,Jsx
A week-long revival being
le era. UM 411
thp_.
charge at Mond Olean..
held
at the
First
Baptist et Fiats* Nigh Behest weatM
For an evening of fun, plan increase plan. Mr.
Maddox
said
Church. (Nancy's church), sup- be able to gee their Seek" to see "Maudie
Fuland the Op- that all interested in such a encepballtie in
taw Air Spraying 'ATI? done
posed to start at 7:30, was _elasomate, Nancy Adialle smith posite Sex" Friday
evening, plan should attend, and he to
postponed 45 minutes so those mershat Ms week on the April 26, at Carr
kill adult flying mosquitoes
Auditorium, counts, on 100% attendance for
and ground spraying will be
attending wouldn't miss seeing Arthur
dedltrey show, a at 8 o'clock.
that reason.
done to kill eggs and larvae.
special TV hmtallatien
Jo and Nancy.
The campaign will be a joint
Telegrams pouring out of ass& tu the nisei auditoroperation of the (Won County
"YOU'LL BE ON MY CBS MORNING PROGRAM ALL Fulton during the day includ- ken be time to catch Teasley
Health Department and the
THIS WEEK", Godfrey announces to Nancy and young ed the best wishes of the siegsbais pregnies. Climes
City of South Fulton, assisted
of Commerce, Nancy's have bees Mamboed Burin
male vocalist from Alabama, after applause tabulation Chamber
by the Tennessee State Departhigh school class, both Mayors the hour.
indicated a tie in voting, and thus she has been.
ment of Health, and the Fulton
and the Mayor of Hickman, the
Ken R. Winston has been Cincinnati and the
County Health Department and
members of the orchestra and
Annual's
The
YMBC
planning
is
big
a
(All photos courtesy Howard Adams)
selected as Valedictorian and choice as "Most likely
several dozen others.
"welcome home" greeting for
to Suc- the City of Fulton, assisted by
George Ely Burnette, Salutat- ceed."
the State Department of AgriAt 7:30 p. m. all business the returning party, planning
orian
of
the
graduati
ng class
' MRS. FLEMING RESIGNS
came to a standstill and every to meet them
Burnette, an outstanding bas- culture and the Kentucky Debefore they of
Fulton
High School, accord- ketball
Mrs. Jessie Lee F4leming has TV set was turned up bright reach town and bring them to
player of West Ken- partment of Health.
submitted her resignation as and loud to accomodate the the Lake Street bandstand, ing to an announcement releas- tucky, earned three letters
in
principal of Terry-Norman group around it. The neighbors where the whole population ed this week by the school.
basketball and two in football
Ken,
the
son
of Mr. and Mrs. and was chosen for the Allschool At the close of this year, crowded in and the hearts will be invited to join in for
Mr. Roy C. Gray. Chairman the School PTA announced last started pounding, as the theme informal gaiety. speeches and K M. Winston of Fulton Route Purchase basketball team this
of the State ASC Committee. week-end. She will be succeed- song announced the Godfrey words of welcome. You will 3, headed his class with an year. He has been president -of
be informed of the time, so average of 2.96 out of a pos- the Sophomore, Junior and
announced today that because ed by Miss Pauline Thompson. program,
sible 3.
Actually, it was that excit- be ready to join in
Senior chases; a member of
of the unseasonable, wet weathRANKS FIFTEENTH
George, the son of Mr. and the 4-H Club four years and
ing. Nancy and Jo just don't
er experienced this spring, the
Mrs.
Nell
Lowe, popular know what they missed back
If Nancy is not offered the Mrs. W. P. Burnette of Fulton, President the last three; a
delivery
date for
1956-crop
Fulton
teacher,
was in the old home town. One fel- additional week, the foursome completed his studies with a member of the National Honor
farm-stored loan corn which South
Society and an outstanding awas originally scheduled for ranked in 15th place Sunday low described it as the most will return together sometime scholastic average of 2.84.
May 1 . has been changed to in the weekly Commercial-Ap- excitement around here since this week end, most likely on
Other Honor Students include ward-winner in Jersey cow
June 1 in all counties ip the peal "Favorite Teacher" poll. the earthquake dropped Reel- Saturday or Sunday.
Wanda Sons, who will be shows all throttgh school, winThe contest, which closes in foot Lake twenty feet back in
Purchase.
Honors Day Speaker; Jean ning seven District championFellow from Paducah called Bynum, Elwanda Lawson, Re- ships.
The delivery date for farm- May, will award the winner 1820.
ers to deliver their corn in a free vacation in Mexico.
About that time a loud clap Bob Hyland Wednesday morn- becca Edwards, Norma Owen
He has been chosen all four
these nine counties has been
years as the student "most
of thunder hit Fulton and I ing and in the course of the and Patsy Fleming.
set for May 15. Mr. Gray statfigured Jo had exploded up conversation expressed his aWinston, the eldest of six likely to succeed".
ed that farmers in the State
In New York. When she receiv- mazement that this was the children, has attained many
Burnette plans to attend the
had placed 5,000,000 bushels of
ed first notice of this trip ten "Banana Capital" Said he had honors, among them the dis- University of Louisville
on a
corn under Government loan
days ago she "first became hy- lived in Paducah all his life tinction of completing his high basketball scholarship
and
which they will start deliversterical and then developed the and had never heard of such a school work in three years. He graduate work in dairying. do
For
C. D. Parr. principal of South itch and laid awake all night thing. Bob invited him down
ing to the Commodity Credit
has earned letters in football two years he has shown the
Fulton High school announces for the whole week before she for an inspection.
Corporation on these dates.
and track; he is a member of Grand Champion of the Kenthe following honor roll for left. I had wondered if she
the 4-H Club; sports editor of tucky State Fair, and the resecond six weeks of last sero- would live through it.
Jo received a message Wed- the school paper; a
Four From Area Attend ester:
member serve Grand Champion of the
and
Walsh
Well, the first came out and nesday noon from 'robe Perce of Quill and Scroll and presi- National 4-H Show in Chicago.
First
Honor Roll all A's:
Hollywoo
in
written
right
d,
Tenn. PTA Congress
dent of the F. H. S. National For outstanding 4-H Work he
The revival at Fulton's First
Seventh Grade. Carol Jo.Terry, it wasn't Jo He brought along after Tobe had seen the show,
Honor Society chapter.
was awarded a trip to South Baptist Church will continue
some fellow who chews on the
"Today's Children, Our Con- Glenda Hastings, Lanny
McIn- harmonica For two minutes
complime
nting
both
for
fine
on this week, ending next Sunhe
He has won many awards Korea last summer.
cern". 'rhis was the theme of tyre,
Mart)] yn Williamson,
jobs
day. April 28th. Evening serduring high school days, inthe 44th annual convention of Nancy Jane Taylor, Jo Ann chewed up the harmonica and
vices are being held at 7:45 p.
cluding
the Tennessee Congress of Par- Ritter Eighth Grade: Mike Can- then he left.
Freshma
n
Class
PresiStatio
n Will Hay.
Business was pretty much at
m.
dent, Sophomore Business manents and Teachers held in non; Ninth Grade: Linda MuzThen Godfrey went into a
standstill Tuesday, WednesTwo outstanding revival
Memphis, April 16th through zell, Kay Johnson, Judith John- spiel about soup and Tillman a
ager, Junior Class President, Grand Opening
day and Thursday mornings as
18th.
son, Waynell Dunavant, Jeri- Adams (at whose home we offices emptied at 9:30 and the 1956 FHA award, the RoClyde Fields, owner and op- musicians, Al and Ivy Walsh,
are leading the music and Dr.
Attending the convention lyn Coolley.
tary World Affairs Delegate to erator ..of the Fields
were) swallowed half his cigar
personnel crowded
Sinclair
around
from Fulton and vacinity were
Tenth Grade: Lutricia Ben- in nervous tension and had to downtown TV sets until 10:30
service Station on West State J. D. Grey is the preacher.
Mrs. Brooks Oliver, President nett, Nancy Crews, Jerry Hart, get a drink of water.
Garrison Unconscious
Line, announces today that the
DATE CHANGED
And then Jo showed up and It's been an exciting week . !
of the Chestnut Glade PTA., Martha Weeks; Eleventh Grade:
station will have a "grand
For Ninth Day
The chicken supper given by
Mrs Billy Parrish, a voting Diane
opening" Friday and Saturday,
Cunningham,
Mildred she looked fine. Either she had
the Crutchfield
delegate from the same unit, Faulkner, Juanita Younge r, managed to get some sleep or Wool 'Association
Joe Edd Garrison. 20, re- April 26-27.
Me th od ist
Church has been re-scheduled
else the make-up department
mains unconscious Wednesday
Mrs. Oran C. Walker. Presi- Margie Netherland.
The
public
is
invited
to
reAnnounces Dates
for May 10. To be held at the
dent-elect of the South Fulsit Fulton Hospital, suffering gister for valuable prizes,
Twelfth Grade: Patsy Butts, had retouched the circles from
and
The Carlisle Co Wool Grow- from head injuries sustained in there will be favors for the school, the proceeds will go to
ton PTA and Mrs. Elson Mc- Nina Elliott, Marietta Bennett, under her eyes, but she looked
a special fund. Plates are $1
good. When she told Godfrey ers Aasn. 'has set the following an automobile wreck on the children.
Guire, Secretary-elect of the James Leuze.
for adults and 50c for children
she
came
from
Fulton-U
pickup
the
"Banana
South Fulton unit.
nion
dates
City
and
places
highway
with
last
Second Honor Roll (All A's
under 10.
capital of the World" that start- an advance of 35c per lb. and Monday, April 15. He is the
with one B):
SPAGHETTI SUPPER
ed
a
reaction
chain
son
the
WANT PECANS KilLAFTEID
that
of
balance
proMr. and Mrs. "Red"
being paid when
Seventh Grade: Ken Bowlin;
Again this year Mr. Ford Ninth
Grade: Jane Peeples; vided discussion on the twin the association sells the wool. Garrison of Terry Road, FulThere will be a Spegetti
Family Movie Guide
Receiving points • Bardwell — ton.
Walkinson of Rockport, Indiana, Tenth Grade: Jessie Gamblin, cities of Fulton and South FulSupper at Rush Creek Church.
May
13,
a.
m
(Continu
Clinton
ed
es
FarmA
Nursery,
Beverly
will
companio
page
Lacewell
Fulbe
in
8)
Nut,
n and driver of Saturday night, beginning at
, Arvin Napi(Source: Parent's Magazine)
ers Gin — May 13, p. in.; J. the automobile in which young
ton County about May firlit to er, Phil Taylor.
6:00 p. m.
(A): Recommended for adults
B. Humphreys, White. Mayfield Garrison was riding, James Ray
AT CHESTNUT GLADE
Eleventh Grade: Laraine
craft pecan seedlings with mlAlong
with
the
spegettl. (B): Recommended for age 12— May 14, a. in.
Campbell, is also a patient at there will also be
proved locally adapted var- Fields, Janice Vincent, Ruth
An operetta, "Mid-Summer
homemade 16.
Pick up sacks at: Farmers Fulton Hospital. suffering two pies,
ieties. Anyone wishing to have Darnell, Ann Strange; Twelfth Eve" will be presented by the
ice cream, and hotdogs (C): Recomme
nded for ages 8these trees grafted should con- Grade: Jerry Alston, Nancy lower six grades of Chestnut Gin — Clinton; Soil Imp. Assn. fractured vertebrae. His condi- with chili.
• 12.
—
Mayfield
;
Extensio
n
Office
tion
reported
Agents
is
County
Counce,
office
to be improvDoris Harris, Patsy Glade School Friday evening
tact the
What is taken in at this nip- MEN IN WAR
-- Wickliffe; Extension Office ing.
(A) (II)
Caldwell.
before May first.
per, will go for the building 12 ANGRY
at 8:00 p. m.
- Bardwell.
MEN (A) (B)
fund of the church,
7TH CAVALRY (A) (B) (C)

KEN WINSTON, GEORGE BURNETE
TOP FULTON HIGH GRADUATING CUSS

DATE UPPED FOR
STORED LOAN COON

BAPTIST REVIVAL
ENDS ON SUNDAY

S. FULTON NAMES
HONOR STUDENTS

•

.
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This Week
THE TRENCH SILO
Last week I promised you
I would discuss the trench silo.
Well here goes. This trench
concrete silo is the perfect
feeding place for the farmers
eattle. That is the farmer who
has to cut corners and watch
his expenses on farm buildings.
First lets look at the advantages of the trench silo and see
if it will pay. First the trench
silo made with concrete is the
cheapest farm structure you
will ever build as far as holding high quality feed is concerned. Even hay is more costly to make than silage and the
silage being of much higher
quality. Next you can increase
your carrying capacity by as
much as 25% and your farm
productivity 10% with this silo.
Since your cows will self feed
from it, your man hours will
be cut to the nub, when feeding time comes. The cows go
to the feed rather than you
carrying the feed to them. Lets
take corn for silage; corn cut
at the proper stage for silage
is worth more than 25% to 30%
than when it is allowed to
mature and is harvested. You
do not lose the stalk, leaves
and husk. This amounts to 40%
of the overall worth Of the
corn. Of course we can't pos-

sible save it all so we just
say 35 or 30 per cent.
In building your silo, plan
for the future. We think that
if you allow about 6 inches
per adult animal unit which
is to be self fed from the silo
you will be able to determine
just how wide to made this
new feeding arrangement. Now
if you will estimate that each
will consume approxiunit
mately 5 tons silage during the
feeding months you will know
just how large to make your
2
/
silo. The silo will be 6 to 61
feet deep and make it as wide
as possible in order to cut the
length. This will cheapen your
silo. Most of our corn yields
10 to 12 tons without sorgham
and from 15 up with the cane.
The best silage made is oats'l
That is for dairy cows you
want to give milk.
We now have 33 silos here in
this area that is made with
the silo drean trenching machine. This machine cuts the
2 ft.
/
the forms 6 inches wide 71
deep and on a 15 degree angle.
The charge for cutting the
form has been The per running
foot, or a 50 foot silo would
cost $75.00 for the cutting of
the forms. Concrete is then
poured into these forms and
allowed to set for two weeks.
When the earth is removed
and the floor is poured you
have a true cow cafeteria that
will save you time and will
make you more money. Silos
are running in cost from $3.50
per ton of storage space to
$6.00 per ton.
WEAKI.BY LOSING
Weakley County. Tennessee
lost an estimated 4,092 people
from 1950 to 1955, the highest
the
in
loss by any county
State. Most have gone to Chicago and Lancing to work, reports Judge George Thomas.

Whitnel Funeral Nome
offers

1. Funeral Services in all price ranges to fit all
financial circumstances
2. Full Credit on Tenn. Burial Policies.
408 EDDINGS ST.

TELEPHONE 88

Afike,your mpg PAYkite*
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DAVCO Semi-Gran Fertilisers pay far
themselves over and over again by
giving high-yielding, top-quality crepe
that mean extra profits at harvest
time.
For more profit per acre use DAVCO
Semi-Gran Fertilisers.
DAVCO Semi-Gran Fertilisers are
available now In a wide variety ef

SEMI-GRAN

mostey-aaaldng grades.
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Mayfield, Ky.

Parks Tigrett of New bern,
Dixie
representing
Growers,
left by plane for .Cairo to complete negotiations for the sole
of 50,000 bushels of a hybrid
seed corn developed in Tennessee.
The corn, Dixie 38 and 29,
was developed at the University of Tennessee Experiment
Station and is sold through
Dixie Growers, a co-operative
marketing organization.
Tigrett said the corn has
been tested m Egypt and proved -20 to 25 percent better
than corn now grown there."
Consummation of the sale
has been held up since last
summer by the federal governin
action
ment's
blocking
Egyptian funds because of tlih
Suez dispute. Tigrett said he
hopes to work out a method of
payment during his two-weeks
visit.
He is a member of the executive board of Dixie Grow NEW SHOES from the Red Cross and a tot of loving
attention, from his family went a long way to •rd malt's('
this Utile fellow forget a sight of terror. He was one of the
1,700 perm's; reamed from the sinking "'Andrea Doris" Is
the Atlantic last sessessr. Many were presided with new
clothing by the Aseeeima Red Cross.

SERVICE
Fort Greely, Alaska (AHT.
NC) — Army Sgt. Don H.
Hicks, whose - wife lives on
Route 4, Fulton, Ky., recently
completed a four-week arctic
winter indoctrination course at
Fort Greely, Alaska.
Hicks is assigned to Battery
B of the Ind Infantry Division's 37th Field Artillery Battalion. He entered the Army ii
November 1952 and completed
basic training at Fort Bliss,
Tex.
The sergeant attended Fulton
High School. He is the son of
Mrs. Bessie Stratton, Corcoran,
Calif.

The "PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION"
206 Clinton

Street

Hickman, Ky.

The kiddie railroad puled its
first passenger pay load at
Reelfoot lake state park Sun.
day, J. A. McKeel, Kiwanis
amusement park chairman said.
The 1600-foot scenic railway
stretches from the car entrance
the entire length of the park,
disappears in a wooded area,
and turns for the return trip.
The train seats 24 adults or
36 children. During each trip
the 46 feet of crimson-colored
coaches and diesel engine pass

Ky.
Mrs. Cook is the daughter of
Mr and Mrs. 0. G. Clark, also
of Route 1 Fulton. Ky.
Theresa Jean is the 1st child
for the Cook's
The family lives at Vokacek
Norfolk, Va., (FHTNC) — House, Kodiak, Alaska.
James H. Kerney, airman apprentice, USN, son of Mrs.
Clara Kerney of 403 Lake St.,
Fulton, Ky., is scheduled to
leave Norfolk, Va., April 16
aboard the attack aircraft carrier USS Ticonderoga, for a
tour of duty wall the Pacific
Fleet.
The 40,000 ton carrier, unable to travel through the
Panama Canal because of its
width, will travel by way of
Cape Horn, South America. It
should reach its new home
port. Alameda. Calif., early in
June.

through two switches, a tunnel, through electric signals,
and boasts genuine diesel-type
musical horn.
In addition to the train,
which is the major ride, and
is one of the very few such
trains in Tennessee, there are
two other rides in the park. a
small kiddie merry go-around
and a hand car ride.
All the rides have shown
promise of being extremely
popular
with
children. The
train ride is 25 cents, the smaller rides are 10 cents each.
Kiwanis club members will
operate the amusement park.
The rides will be available
every day in the week.

Kodiak, -Alaska (rirnqc) —
A baby girl weighing 6 pounds.
21/4 ounces, was born March
28, 1957, to Mrs. Shelba J.
Cook, wife of Harold W. Cook,
airman, USN, at the U. S.
Naval Howital, Kodiak, Alaska.
Cook, who is serving at the
U. S. Naval Station, Kodiak, is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. 0.
D. Cook of Route 1, Fulton,

'56 Wool payment applications due by April 30.
Wool and lamb producers
must file applications for payment under the 1958 wool incentive payment program not
later than April 30, Chairman
Roy Bard of the Fulton County
Agricultural Stablization and

•
SPOON IT

into hot foods

K

. for cheese sauce
ALI]

SPREAD IT
A PASTIVILZIO

for snacks

PROCESS CUM 9e9199

has

The applications must be filed at the County ASC Office.
Paynriept under the 1964 program will be made on marketings of wool and lambs completed between April 1 19011
and March 31, 1957.
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Dear Miss
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GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED
USED CARS

KING MOTOR COMPANY
For a demonstration of the new 1957 PONTIAC
call Molly King at 1267 or 89.
Used Cara, 101 W. State Line
Office, 115 Carr
Al\

Did you remember
to turn it off?

husbands a
not. I have
from them
divorces I've
and we qui
of carriage
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not do it, a
a man now
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now and 1 ,
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Was it my
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WATER HEATER
Soot or Grime — Perfectly Clean OperesSioa

• No Delay — Round-The-Clock Het Water

Service

Let an electric water heater end all your hot water
worries automatically. It's safe, clean, convenient —a big step toward better All-Electric living. See

To the People of the First Circuit Court District:
I offer myself to you as candidate for the office
of Commonwealth's Attorney. I hope you will vote
for me. Your confidence and trust will be appreciated and never violated. If you do not know my qualificiations. read the sketch below, and ask ANY lawyer its the district.

your dealer soon for an electric water heater o?
the right size for your family.

Why worry? Enjoy the
safety ard r3nvenience of
an electric water heater

FARLAND BOBBINS

for dozens of fe2 cheese treats
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Wool Payment
Claims Are Due

24th Div., Korea ( AHTNC)
— Specialist Third Class Albert Campbell, 20, whose wife,
Bonnie, lives on Route 4, Hickman, Ky., is a member of the
24th Infantry Division in
Korea
Specialist Campbell, an assistant squad leader in Company F of the division's 34th
Regiment, entered the Army in
August 1955 and arrived overseas the following February.
His mother, Mrs. Pearl Byessee, lives on Route 1, Clinton.

ATTENTION FARMERS!'

The Production Credit Association will also load
money for feed, seed, fertilizer, fuel, and other farm
needs including cars and household appliances. "You
can save cash by paying cash." Get the cash you
need through a PCA farmer planned loan and save
time and money. Credit life insurance is available
on all loam..

REELFOOT SCENIC
RR IS NOW OPEN

News From Our
Bogs In The

New hit with millions!
Do you plan to trade tractors, buy other farm
equipment, buy dairy cows, repair or construe? new
buildings, or make other farm investments? If so,
and you don't have the ready cash, why not visit
the "Production Credit Office" in Hickman and ask
John P. Wilson to explain our plans for financing
such investments. PCA will give you 3 to 5 years to
repay a loan of this type and charge simple interest
only for the number of days the money is used.

P. TIGRETT GOES
TO EGYPT TO SELL
HYBRID SEED CORN

Happy Again

#0

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
Farland Robbins, a native of Graves County, now 45
years of age, was sducated at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, where he received A. B. and LL. B. degrees. Admitted to the bar in 1935, he has practiced law in Maylieki
for 94 years, excepting a period of two years in the U. S.
Navy during World War II. He is a member of the law
firm of Robbins end Cross in Mayfield.
He served two terms as Graves County Attorney, 19411949, gaining eight years experience as county prosecutor
in the most populous county in the district. His duties included assisting the Commonwealth's Attorney in the
Graves Circuit Court. He gained a reputation as a vigorous
but impartially fair law enforcement officer of unusual
diligence.
Robbins has been active in civic and church affairs.
A member of the First Presbyterian Church of Mayfield,
he also serves as Elder, as trustee of the Presbytery corporation and as trustee of the Synod of Kentucky corporation. He for many years taught the Men's Bible Class
of his church. He is past president of both the Mayfield
Rotary Club and the Mayfield Kiwanis Club.
Old timers will remember that his grandfather, the
late J. E. Robbins, served at one time as Circuit Judge of
this District
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HOUSEPOWEg

Full HOUSEPOWER provides for more convenient,
economical use of appliances you now own—and
those you will add in the future.
Wiring that provides Full HOUSEPOWER is an
investment in better living. Call our office or ask
your electrician about the Certified HOUSEPOWER.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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Deer Miss Latent,
I am a lonely widow and
have been married the second
time and I want to know it
you can tell me d my exhusbands are still living or
not I haven't seen or heard
from them since we got our
divorce. I've gone with several
and we quit. I couldn't think
a carriage again.
I had several to ask me to
marry them and I just couldnot do it, and I'm going with
a man now I love. We've been
going together almost a year
now and I just want to know
If it is wise to marry again.
Was it my fault, that we
couldn't get along?
If I should marry this man,
would he be good to me or
would he be like the others?

ore
at

JUST WHAT
THE BABY NEEDS
be found in our
baby department. Baby
i ft e and everyday
necentities.
Gifts Wrapped Free

Can

WES TENN DEPT.
STORE, Inc.
Fulton

This man seems like he doesn't
trust me, and I try awful hard
not to do things so be will
trust me. Another thing, can
I trust him? How many has
he gone with since we've been
going together? I've one with
two, and I gave them all up
for him T try to =Re him see
that I do love only him. I want
to know, does he love me
enough for us to get married
or will I lose him like all the
rest. If so, I want to know
when we will and what month,
and why hasn't he ever gotten
married' Tell me why, for he
won't tell me.
Yours truly,
Dot
Dear Dot:
Yes both your es-husbands
are living but both were so
glad to get you off their beck
that they don't want to ever
see you again. As for the man
you're going with now, no he
will never marry you; for one
thing you don't trust him, you
don't trust anyone how could
they trust you, you tell them
stories and they catch you in
them, and sometimes when you
tell these lies you know they
will catch you so why do you
tell something you know you
will be caught. There is only
one way to play the game theta
50-50 and keep everything on
lies; but you can't play that
top of the table, no secrets, no
way; you never have and
never will.
You will marry
twice more before you die but
neither of them will last. You
nag too much: you do something then get to thinking
about i and start nagging to
try and cover up what you've
done and it just won't work.

Dear D. P.
No you said your husbahd
will never be happy as low as
you're in love with oseiMIOSe
else, and the person you titbit
you're in love with doesn't give
a darn about you, but your
husband does love you. He
knows there is something
wrong and it keeps his nerves
torn up all the time for fear
you will leave him. Your baby
will be a girl and will be normal. Yes you will have a
chance to get D. E back but
not for marriage.
Dear Pat,
Will you tell me if the man
I am going with loves me? Will
I marry? Will there be any
children? Could you tell me
If I marry in what year will
it be? Will I remain here or
live some place else?
Have I met the fellow I will
marry?
Thank you,
B. B.
Dear B. B.
No the boy your going with
doesn't love you, he likes you
a lot but not enough for marriage. No you have not yet met
the man you will marry; you
will marry in the year 1980
about the middle of the summer You will live Southeast
of here and you will have two
children.

Dear Pat,
There is a friend of mine
who had some money to disappear. Could you tell me where
the money went? Has it been
spent, or will they get it back?
Did the person we have in
mind take this money? This
person is not here arty more;
where is he' Why did he
leave?
Please answer.
B. F
Dear B F.
The man you are thinking of
took the money, he has spent
the money; you won't get it
Dear Miss Latane,
rye been reading your col- back. This person is in Chiumn and I think it is very in- cago; he has done so dirty and
teresting Would you please an- bed that he got ashamed of
himself and he knew he was
swer my questions'
Will my husband and I ever
be happy? Is there really something wrong with his nerves
or is it meanness? Will I ever
forget D E. and did he love
me? Will I ever have the
chance to get him back? Will
my baby be a boy or girl and
will it be normal.
Thanks a lot.
D. P.

just Wore ban found out, RS to, does he love me?
he decided the best thing for
Will I still stay in Fulton,
him to do WRY get out of the or will I move?
picture.
G. C.
Dear G. C.
Deer Patricia,
My advice to you is to go
I've been reading your let- see a lawyer, but I don't think
ters and I've become interested you Will CVO!' get your land
In them. There are a few back.
things I'd like to ask you.
Yes, the man does love you
Will me and my husband al- and you will marry him withivays live together, or will he in the next 6 months.
go to some other place, and
Yes, you will stay on in Fulwhere? Does he love me?
ton.
Has he ever gone with other
women? Can you give me their Dear Miss Latane,
initials, and can you tell me
I have some questions to ask
where one man I once loved you. I want to know who got
is?
the hundred dollars from me
Will
my
daughter
finish in '48, and I also want to know
school, or will she get married who got my mother's dresses
before she finishes? Does the and her glasses if you can tell
boy she is going v. ith love her me. I want to know if they
and does she care for him?
have still got them or not, and
If my husband should go I have lost seine things that
some place for a while, what I can't mention. I want to
will he go for? Will you please know who got them and if
answer?
you can tell me what it is I
Anxious
lost and if you can, I will
Dear Anxious:
write and ask some more quesYes your husband loves you, lions.
and he wil go somewhere else
Just one more question. I am
for awhile, but you will move going with a boy and I've been
there also. He will go some- married and the boy hasn't I
where else to work. No, your love this boy ad we've been
husband has been true to you, going together almost a year
as for this man y ,u once lov- Would you tell me if he loves
ed he is up North Your daugh- me or not.
ter will finish school. She
I think he does. He never in
likes this boy and he likes her so many words, told me so,
but they aren't in love.
and I'm wanting to know your
answer.
Dear Miss Latane,
H. G.
Will you tell me whether or Dear H. G.
not I will buy the house and
Your mother took the $100.00
lot that I have warted so long? in 1948; she broke her glasses
From here I don't see a and threw them away and as
shadow of a chance but, may- for the dresses she burned
them up. The things you menbe you can.
Thanks,
that you can't
tioned losing
B. M. G
mention are in connection with
Dear B. M. G.
a married man. Yes this boy
Yes, you will get the house does love you and you will
and lot but it' will be the lat- marry him in about a year.
ter part of 1958 before you
make a deal for it
Dear Miss Latane,
Read your letters each week
Dear Miss Latane,
and enjoy them very much.
I had some land taken away Would like to ask a few quesfrom me. Can you tell me how tions.
to get it back.
Why does my daughter-inThe man I have been talking law have it in for me?
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What have I done to cause will get old age asaistatee the
first of 1965.
her toi.dislike me?
WW I ever see my son anymore? Will it be possible for Save
Money — Shop In Fulton
me to get old age assistance,
When?
Yours,
I. C.
Deer I-. C.
Stop trying to run your
daughter-in-law's life for her;
keep your nose out of her
business. I really don't think
you realize bow much you do
things like this but you are
bad at it Try to stop it No
woman wants someone else to
bet telling them what to do
and how to do it. Yes you will
see your son again. Yes, you
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CLOSING OUT SALE
25, 1957 the entire stock of merchandise, also all of the fixtures of the
Beginning April

ROYCE J. LOWE STORE
Located at Pierce Station, Tennessee will go on sale.
This store has been under the LOWE name since 1899,
but now, due to ill health and age we have decided to
close out completely. Our loss is your gain, so come by and
see what prices we have.
It is impossible to list all the prices but just look at
these—
Pinto & Great Northern Beans
Crackers (Any kind)

lb.
b.
:
2
1
perr __5

5 lb. Sack Coen Meal
Nails
Staples
No. 1 Brooms
Good Mops
Tetleys Tea Bags 16 size
1/4 lb. McCormick Tea

-•

12
1:
$1.20
60c
20c
38c
Many other prices that you cannot beat anywhere, so
if you want to save some money come by early and take
advantage of these.
CAs
ni
e.will not save anything back and all prices are for
Thank You
Royce J. Lowe Store
Pierce Station, Tenn.
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Now Gulf brings you

!,

THE FINEST GASOLINE YOU CAN BUY
FOR TODAY'S MOST ADVANCED ENGINES
...and two great running mates

by
HAROLD WILEY
Year Telephone atanarer

TO MOTHER, THE BEST — Ras across an old Mend
the other day and be was wondering what to give his mother
on Mother's Day. Something really unusual and useful, he
wanted. So I made the suggestion, which may help you,
too, that he give her an additional telephone in co/or. It's
such a thoughtful gift, one that will save Mother a lot of
steps and time. If you like
the idea, just call our Business Office and place your
order. We'll install the
phone in her favorite color
when and where you say,
and you may have the small
monthly cost and installation charge put on your bill.
By the way, if Mother lives
out of town, why not surprise her with a telephone
call oa_Mother's Day?

a

•

t

* * *

NEW GULF CREST
Made with a new, exclusive
Gulf formula to keep modern
enginescleaner,quieter,smoother-running than any other gasoline. New Gulf Crest is packed
with more potential power per
gallon than any other gasoline.
It's so good that Gulf guarantees peak performance without
pre-ignition, without knock.

DID YOU KNOW ...
Just 30 years ago this month, television by wire and radio
was demonstrated by the Bell Telephone Laboratories.
What a long way we've come since then?
Israel has existed as a nation for only a few years, yet It
shares honors with Japan for the highest telephone development in Asia. Bach country has three telephones per
100 inhabitants (the U.S. has 34 per 100 population).
•

NEW GULF
GULF.
SUPER NO-NOX. GOOD
that famous

best ever sold for the finest oars ever built

* * *

f

1111111111111

•

EVER STOP TO THINK how many different ways the
telephone helps in your daily life here in town? It takes
you to the stores, the doctor's office, business associates . ..
It brings friends to your side, makes life easier and more
pleasant all around. In the old days, you know, folks saw
the phone as a modern miracle. Today, you take its faithful
service for granted and we want you to. Tomorrow, you'll
see many new developments — wen now in the works —
that will make your friend, the telephone, more than ever
a part of better living.

for all but the most
critical of today's engines
New Gulf Super No-Nos stands but

1

—even among premium fuels. Protects engines with its famous cleanburning qualities. Sure to deliver
peak,lmockproof performance in the
great majority of cars on the road.

high-value gasoline
Gives you top performanoe in
every car designed to operate on
regular gasoline, because it's
pecked with power a-plenty. Good
Gulf is famous acmes the country
as the high-value gasoline made
to save you employ.

Nov more than ever-to get the best from your car...GO
5

3

GULF

•
•

•
•
1 11..•
-,,
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day last week with Exie Casey.
The friends of Mrs. Charlie
Bettye
former
Warren, the
Casey, congratulate her on the
birth of a daughter, Susan
Lynn. The baby was born in
the Fuller Morgan Hospital in
Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Sanders
and girls of N. C., visited his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nolen
Sanders a few days last week.
Erwin Rowland returned
home early Saturday morning
after vacationing three weeks
in California.
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Singleton, on the
birth of a daughter born last
week in a hospital in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Midyett
of Fulton were guests of Exie
Casey one night recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor
Joyce were glad to see
an
their son and brother. Marion
and family come in Sunday a.
m. This is their first visit to
Kentucky, In a year and a
half. Their home is in Texas.
Other Sunday visitors of the
Taylors were James B. Ellegood and Joanne Richardson.

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!
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Married Here Sunday Afternoon April 21
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daughter et Mr. and Mrs. Ben- Wanda Lou Holland.
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nett Wheeler, became the bride
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Lake Street
heavy satin. The dress was designed along empire lines; a Listen to WFUL for latest newsf
tiny satin binding edged the
satin covered
high neckline;
blittons dosed the long pointed
s
sleeves and the back of the
bodice. A satin fold encircled
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the high waistline and tied in
a tailored bow in the back.
Satin streamers extended to the
Fulton, Ky.
bottom of the widely flared
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Lake Street
-UNION CITY, TENNESSEEskirt. Her misty tiered veil fell
from a Juliet cap of tulle and
pearl encrusted lace. Her bouquet was of white orchids and
stephanotis.
Miss Ann Davis Latta was

late getting a crop ott.
The Pre-Easter revival held
at Bethlehem a few days last
•DUKEDOM
week, was enjoyed by all that
Mrs. Beanie Cummings• attended.
Mrs. James Richard Vinson
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Sparkling Specials

Mt WM 2

SPECIAL BARSAINS :re .AN

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY

eons

PANTIES

3 PRS. $1

DRESS SHIRTS

EVANS DRUG COF:iton

2 FOR $5

Wes-Tenn. Dept. Stores, Inc.

The Fruit-of-the-Loom label is your guarantee of top qua!ity and satisfactory service. Stock up today:

Size 20 to 50 - Side elastic, gripper

1111111111111111111111

enjoyed some fishing at Ky.
Lake.
Aren't we all proud of Nancy
Adams and her sponsor, Jo,
after the appearance on Arthur
last
Show
Talent
Godfrey
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford
of Dyersburg were visitors in
Pierce Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. William Long,
David and Paula, spent SunMr.
day in McConnell with
L,onts parents.
Bill Reece has returned from
a hospital In Memphis and is
doing very well.

METAL PORCH
FURNITURE

MEN'S SNORTS

BLACK & WHITE STORE

After Easter Specials
LADIES HOUSE DRESSES
Regularly to $2.79

$1.00
18 pair only!
PEDAL PUSHERS. BERMUDA
- SHORTS
Regularly $1.99

Tables
Size 6 to 16 - Boys'

49

*T1114'118 BRIEFS-Size 6 to 16 - Boys'

6
ATHLETIC SNIRTS----39

*

*

•

17 only 1 Reg. to $3.99

$1.00
BOYS ETON SUITS

Immediate Delivery

FURNITURE CO.
207 CHURCH ST •
PHONE 35

Puttee Boxoffice

UNIO
(Starts
A
MOW

8 on hand; Reg. $3.99

12 on hand: Reg. $24.95

17.00

COTTON AND NYLON SLIPS
40 only ! Reg. to $1.99

15 PR. MEN'S PANTS
Regularly to $6.99

Easy Terms;

EXCHANGE

•

GIRLS DRESSES

ALL RAYON MEN'S SUITS

LADIES HATS AND BAGS
40 only ! Reg. to $4.99

50C
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66c

$2.00

100 Pairs of Nationally Advertised Ladies Hose
First Quality !
Regularly Priced At $1.35

•
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Olivers were Mr
and WM and children Monde* afternoon Happy in Mayfield
Monday.
'11) FULTON ROUTE 5 Kirby Blackwell of Birming- and- evening.
Mrs. Clement and Mrs. Happy
Mrs- Brooks Oliver • ham, Alabama. They were acThe last PTA meeting of the motored to Paducah in the afcompinied by Mrs. Blackwell's school year will be held at ternoon. Miss Golden remainMrs. Billy Parrish and Mrs. mother, Mrs. Alvis Rucker and Chestnut Glade Thursday even- ed for an extended visit.
We, of this community want
Brooks Oliver attended
the Mrs. Z. E. Roberts of Birming- ing at 7:30. A special program
is being planned and we invite to offer congratulations to Miss
Tennessee Congress of Parents ham, Alabama.
Adams and also for
Mrs. Nolan Williams remains and urge all members to at- Nancy
and Teachers Annual ConvenMemphis, Tuesday seriously ill at her home in tend and visitors are always The young and old alike were
in
tion
all excited about the wonderDukedom, Tenn.
welcomed.
through Thursday.
Members of this area
are
Mr. and Mrs. Davis Dixon ful performance of Nancy. We
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe
wish for her the very best.
brew and daughter of Chicago urged to attend an Operetta at and children from Olney, Illithe
Chestnut
Glade
nois
schools
on
were
week-end
Mrs.
visitors of
spent the week-end with
parents, Mr. and Friday night April 20th. We Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Clement and
Killebrew's
should
all try to show our Miss Bert Golden.
Mrs. Dual Williams and chilMARTIN RT. 3
appreciation of the time and
Monday afternoon visitors of
dren.
effort
given
by
our
chiluren
the
Clement
home were Mrs.
Mrs. Bob Cannon is still a
and their teachers by attend- Lula Stover, Mrs. Henry LawMr and Mrs. Joel Brockwell
patient at Jones Clinic. Her
ing
this
and
other
functions
of
rence and Mrs. Calla Latta. - and son. Terry. of Detroit,
condition remains about the
the various schools of our
same.
Mr. and Mrs. Horbert Can- Mich., visited his parents, Mr.
community.
non and Mrs William Boone and Mrs. Joe Brock well, MarMr. and Mrs. Darrell Terrell
Mrs. Estell
Kimberlin
of Cannon had as their Sunday tin Route Three. Other guests
and sister, Dorothy, of Astu- Fulton, is in
McCleary Clinic visitors Mr
and Mrs. Fate were Sonny Tucker of Detroit,
bula. Ohio visited Mr. and Mrs. of Excelsior
Spring, Mo. Mrs. Bone, Pat and Robert, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Brockweek-end.
Dean Terrell this
Kimberlin underwent
surgery Mrs. Gobel Jackson and Mar- well and sons, Stevie and Phil
Dorothy remained for an ex- and we wish
her a speedy re- garet and Mr. and Mrs. Ho- of Humbolt, Tenn., Mr. and
tended visit.
covery and return home.
ward and children. The main Mrs. Earnest Owaley, Mr. and
Mrs Frank Parrish has been
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Wallace occasion
was
Pvt.
William Mrs James Kimbell and daugtfpneuvirus
with
week
atek all
and
Mrs. Brooks Neely of Boone Cannon visit. He is sta- ters, Linda and Joan, Mrs.
Mammie Kimbell, and Mr. and
Hornbeak, Mrs. Guy Settle, tioned at Fort Knox.
Mrs. and Mrs. R. H. Dailey Tiptonville, Mrs.'Charles Deane
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Clemcnt Mrs. Jackie Mathews and son.
visited
Canada
Torento,
from
and Valderis Rice of Memphis and Miss Bert Golden visited
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Finch and visited Mr. and Mrs. Guy Finch Mrs. Della Head, Mr. and Mrs.
Give To The Needy
week.
last
children several days
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Smith and
sons of Elbridge and Mr. and
Mrs. Mercer Boone and children of Bradford enjoyed dinner with them last Sunday.
The Welfare workers Club
meeting has been postponed until Monday disc to illness of the
executive members. It will be
held at the home of Mrs. Harry Watts.
Mrs. Dewey Grissom underwent surgery at a Fulton hospital Tuesday morning and is
as well ar could be expected
at this time.
and Mrs. Wes Jones
Mr
were dinner guest at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. James Haygood. Sunday.
Mrs Maude Holladay visheil
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Holladay
and daughter and Mrs. Ora
Golden and Thelma this weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley
and family enjoyed Sunday
dinner with Mr. and Mrs U.
Oliver in Dresden.
Mrs. Lula Colley visited Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Davis and
eOn Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs Franklin House
and Don of Memphis visited
roe
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Watts and
Mrs. Clovis Nanney during the
week-end.
le Mb,
Last Sunday was saddened
•k'
for many of this community
of the
when they learned
111i
Polly
tragic death of Mrs
Pierce, the mother of Sister
111i
Brown
of
Jane
Henderson.
Mrs.
Pierce
whom
Tenn.
home
VII
111
was in Washington, D.
11111
morning to
home Saturday
visit Brother and Sister Brown
In their home in Henderson,
f e5
and died instantaneously in a
seassessems1111=—;
one car acadent in Lexington,
Va., when her car left the
11
DIM 1151
I II ID
road and plunged down an emV
bankment. While we did not
-=
,----IL-vr
rt
personaly know Mrs. Pierce we
were saddened because of the
close attachment with Sister
Jane that was informed as she
and Brother Charles worked
LIMITED TIME ONLY!
with the congregation at Oak
Grove Church of Christ over
the past 4 years. Details of the
cause of the accident are unbrings one
known, but it
thought to mind, in this day
of mechanization on the highways even the most careful of
drivers must be doubly vigi,• 4
lant or this tragedy can easily
own
our
lives.
repeated
in
be
Weekend guests of the Brodie

Nation Watc.his

—
(Centineed trent Page One)
ton, railroad traffic, milnicipal
government
and
boundaries,
her children, the Governor of
Kentucky and politics in general. They got right up to the
point where the next question
was bound to be about the
present governor, but at that
climactic moment Godfrey
steered the conversation elsewhere, and in Fultpn County
probably four thousand heldbreaths were turned loose.
And then came Nancy. I
knew from previous conversation with her from New York
that the band was going to
fix her up a good arrangement on "I Dream", and that
she was going to use net
ukelele. She liked the number
and wanted to do it all along
because it had a good lively
tempo. I knew that with a
good band behind her she
should be full of confidence; I
had seen her pretty dress before she left Fulton and knew
she would look lovely; I knew
she had enough microphone experience behind her that she
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might escape mike fright.
(After all ,ten days ago we
played a high school prom with
a band down •• in the Milan
(Tenn.) gym before at least
200.)
Nancy did well.
Then the next scout brought
along a young male singer
from somewhere down around
Georgia, and, he had a nice
voice too, and looked good. He
also did a nice job.
Then Godfrey went into a
spiel about soup again. Barry
Advrns and my two kids started clapping because they knew
neither of the others could beat
Nancy. Montelle Tripp kicked
her stirs across the floor in
nervousness and
Tillman at
the rest of his cigar.
When they got around to
testing the volume of applause,
the harmonica chewer didno
do so hot. Nancy rang up a
high figure, and the young
male vocalist was hanging on
a thread, a fraction lower than
Nancy when something eaused
the thing to jerk momentarily

and come up even with bet. I
hadn't found out when I wa:
writing this, but I suspect that
the little jerk might have beescaused from a dull thud behind the curtain right at that
instant ,which could have beer
Jo passing out cold.
Godfrey proclaimed the tit
and the rest is history: Nancy
and the young man are appearing all this week on the morning Godfrey show.
The rest is history. Of course
this is history, too, but wt
had. to record it. Wasn't i
wonderful!
UMW&

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Taws
liana of All Kinds Acesrately Repaired at Low Cod

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

- 4 ALARM SALE -

Admiral

These Prices
Are So Hot•••
•
.•

tos

\c,

they're bound to leap into flames any
second. We need your help. Hurry in
today... choose your 4-Alarm Special
and save at these Red Hot Prices. We
have fire extinguishers and fire helmets
handy just in case.

Hurry In...
and help cool off the hot ones!

FREE Fire Chief Hats
for the Kiddies!

a ke

When you come in and shop
these 4-Alarm Specials.

0)

1.0

1" VALUE!

JrZPA
-

NOME FIRE EXTINGUISHER

yours for only 990

FIRE

ust for looking at Admiral.TV

id

All-Metal Glider and Chair-$19.95

Rialtos — Union City Hiway

Boxoffice opens 6:45 p. m.

11
/
2 TON THINLINE

Thara-Irrt.-Sat.-Mu*.-Mon.
April 25-41-7-114
FIRST RUN IN
UNION CITY AREA
(Starts 7:30 and 9-30)
A wosioasirin
New ENTIRTABNIENTII
U.S mum•11111111111110

JOHN WAYNE
DAN DAILEY
MAURER! O'HARA
THE WIN
OF EAG
Extra added attraction !
(Saturday only)
(Starts 7:30 and 10-50)
THE rassr TEXAN
Felicia Farr
Joel McCrea
Tues.-Wed. April 38, May I
FIRST RUN IN
UNION CITY AREA
(Starts 7 30 and 9:00)

UZZIET
OMER OM
MAN-SHY
BEAUTY
BY DAY,
SINFUL.
71 SIREN
MOHTI ,

Coolerator Air Conditioner-$259.95
Aluminum Chaise Lounge $14.95
Admiral.40"Electric Range
MODEL 6043

$239.00

Admiral. Deluxe
AUTO DEFROST REFRIGERATOR

10.1 cu. ft.
Model DA1110

$219.95

Wade Trades

Wade Furniture Co.,
"TRADE
LAKE STREET

WITH

WADE

AND

SAVE"
FULTON, KY.
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April 25 — May 1
10:30
Thursday
11:00
111:15
7:00 Jimmy Dean Show
11:30
7:45 Morning News
11:45
7:55 Today's Weather
12:00
1100 Captain Kangaroo
13:10
13:30
et
stocks
complete
We have
1:00
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:30
for HOME and FARM
300
Machines
3:15
3:30
BENNETT ELECTRIC 4:00
4:15
FULTON
PHONE 24:11
5:30
6:00
6:05
•:30

DAYTOti II-BELTS

7:00
7:30
8:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
12t00

Morning News
Gerry Moore Show
Godfrdy Time
Godfrey Time
Strike 11 Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Crankile
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Throe
Our Miss Brooks
House Party
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Sky King
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Sheena. Queen of the
Jungle
Waterfront
Climax
Playhouse 90
Highway Patrol
The Silent Service
Channel 12 Theatre
News di Weather •
Friday

7:00 Jimmy Dean Show
7:45 Morning News
7:55 Today's Weather
8:00 Captain Kangaroo
8:45 Morning News
900 Garry Moore Show
10:30 Strike It Rich
11:00 Valiant Lady.
11:15 Love Of Life
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
11:45 Guiding Light
12:00 Water Cronkite News
12:10 Stand Up Be Counted
12:30 As The World Turns
1:00 Our Miss Broeks
1:30 Industry On Parade
145 House Party
2:00 The Big Payoff
2:30 Bob Crosby Show

A PROUD CHILD
IS A HAPPY CHILD

Playing a Wurlitzer
Piano develops pride

of accomplPhment•

FOR THE BEST SALADS

VINEGARS

300
3:15
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:30
5.40
550
6:00
6:05
6:15
630
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:30
9-00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11 30

8:30
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
12:00
12:45
12:55
3:30
4.30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
12:00

Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Night
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Beat The Clock
West Point
Zane Grey Theatre
Mr. Adams & Eve
Federal Men
The Lineup
Person To Person
Dr. Hudson's Journal
77th Bengal Lancers
This Is Your Life
News di Weather
Saturday
Captain Kangaroo
Fury
Winky Dink & You
Mr. Wizard
Big Top
Western Roundup
Dizzy Dean Show
Game of the Week
(Tigers vs Indians).
Bowling Time
Life of Riley
Blondie
Annie Oakley
Playhouse
Soldiers of Fortune
Jackie Gleason
Oh, Susanna
Hey Jeannie
Gunsmoke
Two For The Money
Your Hit Parade
Jim Bowie
Channel 12 Theatre
News & Weather

10:18
10:80
10:45
11:00
11 -10
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:3120
2:00
2:15
2:30
3:00
400
5:00
5:30
5:40
5:50
6:00
605
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
'9:30
10:00
10:30
11700

Love or 14s
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Hollywood Matinee
Cowboy Corral
Wild Bill Hickok
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Robin Hood
I Love Lucy
December Bride
Burns & Allen
Talent Scouts
Sheriff of Cochise
Jane Wyman
State Trooper
Loretta Young Show
News & Weather
Tuesday

6:00 Jimmy Dean Show
6:45 Morning News
6:55 Today's Weather
7:00 Captain Kangoroo
7:45 Morning News
8:00 Garry Moore Show
8:30 Godfrey Time
9:00 Home dc Market
9:15 Godfrey 'Time
9:30 Strike It Rich
10:00 Valiant Lady
10:15 Love of Life
10:30 Seareh For Tomorrow
10:45 Guiding Light
Sunday
11:00 Walter Cronkite News
• 8.00 Lamp Unto My Feet
11:10 Stand Up Be Counted
8.30 Look Up and Live
11:30 As The World Turns
9:00 U. N. In Action
12:00 Our Miss Brooks
9.30 Camera Three
12:30 This Is Your Music
Let's Take A Trip
12:45 House Party
10:00
10:30 Man To Man
1:00 The Big Payoff
10:45 The Living Word
1:30 Bob Crosby Show
2:00 Brighter Day
11:00 Heckle di Jeckle
11:30 Wild Bill Hickok
2:15 Secret Storm '
12:00 What 1 Person Can Do 2:30 Edge of Night
3:00 Hollywood Matinee
12:30 Channel 12 Theatre
1:30 The Last Word
4:00 Cowboy Corral
2:00 Face The Nation
5:00 Superman
2:30 World News Roundup
5:30 Hartman
3:00 This Is The Life
5:40 Looney Tunes
3:30 This Is Your Musk
5:50 Bunny Funnies
4:00 Odyssey
6:60 The Scoreboard
5:00 Frontier
6:06 Watching The Weather
5:30 Air Power
6:15 Douglas Edwards •
6:00 Stage Seven
6:30 Name That Tune
630 Marge & -Grower
7:00 Phil Silvers
7:00 G. F.. Theatre
7.30 Red Skelton
7:30 Hitchcock Presents
8:00 664.000 Question
8:00 $64,000 Challenge
8:30 Spike Jones Shaw
Margie
830 My Little
9:00 To Tell The Truth
9:00 Ed Sullivan
9:30 Private Secretary
10:00 Captain David Grief
IOTA Star Showcase
10:30 Channel 12 Theatre
10:30 Channel 12 Theatre
11:30 News dr Weather
11:30 News & Weather
Monday
Wednesday
6:00
6:45
6:55
7:00
7 45
8-00
8:30
9 30
10 00

Jimmy Dean Show
Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Morning News
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady

Candidates Flock To

Plans To Build

Graves Offices

Shopping Center

One-hundred-and -ten
candidates have filed for the May
26 primary in Graves County.
The list includes 32 seeking
city offices and 78 for county
positions
In the city, three have filed
for Mayor, 15 have filed for
Council from three wards, and
three for Police Judge.
In the County, the largest
races include 10 for jailor and
seven for County judge.

Meahack Jones, who recently
sold his Jones Auto Parts business in Fulton and left on a
two-month visit with his eon
in California, has returned to
Fulton and announced his intention of building a shopping
center in South Fulton.
Containing a super-market,
laundrette and drug store, the
building will be located on the
across from
Martin highway
the Connaughton home.
MONT=

6:45 Morning News
6:55 Today's Weather
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
7:45 Morning News
8:00 Garry Moore Show
8:30 Morning Meditation
8:45 Godfrey Time
9:30 Strike It Rich
10:00 Valiant Lady
10:15 Love of Life
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
10:45 Guiding Light
11:00 Walter Cronkite News
11:10 Stand Up Be Counted
11:30 As The World Turns
12:00 Our Miss Brooks
12:90 This Is Your glitisic
12:45 House Party
1:00 The Big Payoff
1:30 Bob Crosby Show
2:00 Brighter Day
2:15 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge of Night
3:00 Hollywood Matinee
4:15_ Cowboy Corral
5:30 Cisco Kid
600 The ScOreboard
6:08 Watching The Weather
6:15 Douglas Edwards
8:30 Giant Step
7-00 The Millionaire
7:30 I've Got A Secret
8:00 30th Century Fox
9:00 Arthur Godfrey Show
10:00 Mr. District Attorney
10:30 Treasure Hunt
11:00 News & Weather

MITIERROPOLIS

Orginially known as Mills
point, Hickman in Fulton
county was the metropolis of
a vast area in pioneer days
and was described by Mark
Twain as one of the most
along
the
beautiful
towns
Mississippi River.
Liston to WFUL for latest news!

run u PELLRTS
Pelleted alfalfa produced
greater gains than chopped alfalfa in finishing lambs for
market, California experimenters. found in feeding trials.

EXPERT COMING
TO MAYFIELD AND
UNION cat AGAIN
010. L. ROWS
Wan-known expert, of Indianapolis win personally demonstrata his method without chins
at the Hall Ikea, Mayfield.
Thursday, May led trait ID a.
at. to 13 noon and at the Davy
City
Hotel, Union
Crockett
from 2 p. m. to 6 p. a. Evening by appointment. Ask for
Mr. Howe at desk.
Mr. Howe says dm Dews soothod contracts the speadsgs ha seInatirsbly short time on ad average ease. regardless of the doe
or location of the rupture and so
matter how much you lift or
strain and puts you bark to work
the manse day as efficient as before you were ruptured.
The Howe Rapture Shield has
no leg strap; waterproof, sanitary, practically indestructible
and can be worn while MOM&
Each shield is skillfully Mafia
and fitted to the parts under bast
which gives a perfect at and
as*faction
Large and difficult raptures
following operations esposlany
salleited.
Do net overlook this oppoidosItY W you want gratifying results.
Mailbag address: ROWS RUPTURE 1ST., Washington at !Lincoln. *Woad City, Ind,
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6:00 Jimmy Dean Show

SIZE
9 X 12

Ode,
$5.95
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EASY CI
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A-1 Dry Cleaners

UCH!
Church

Is now offering RUG CLEANING SERVICE.
We will clean them in your home or at our Plant.
Let us make your RUGS and CARPETS as fresh
and clean as the day you got them.

PRICES-2115
4X6
6X9
9102
12X14
14X16

$
$ 230
$ 4.50
$ 6.50
$10.00
$13.45

Sun(

Wall-To-Wall Carpeting 5c per foot.
400 feet and up.
FREE MOTH PROOFING INCLUDED.
No Extra Charge for Pick-Up and Delivery.
TWO DAY SERVICE

A-1 DRY CLEANERS
Phone 906 For Details.

East State

Line

Fulton, Kentucky

You'll be proud of Chevy's sweet,smooth
and sassy way of going. And you'll take
extra pride in Chevy's look of substance
and character, its careful construction,
its fine finishing touches you don't find
in other low-priced cars. For one thing,
the others don't have Body by Fisher.
For another, they can't hold a candle to

Come in now—get a Ivies* deal an the champion!

Chevy when it comes to performance.
Chevrolet, you know, won the Pure Oil
Performance Trophy at Daytona Beach
as "best performing U. S. automobile."
Automotive experts decided that. Bet
you agree with them once you stop by
your dealer's and drive a new Chevrolet
yourself! Soon maybe?

CHIVROLA

CHEVROLET

OdyframasaiChtereka dealers display this famous trademark

See Your Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

•
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volutionary War?)
guests in the home of Mrs.
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Would appreciate so much • NEW HOPE NEWS Lorene Pressley, was her bro- • PLEASANT VIEW
any help you can give us. Also
Mrs. Inner Walston • ther, Winford McMorris, Mrs.
Mn George Mott •
the 4th Sunday in May, also, Mrs. Mollie Cashon, and Mrs.
perhaps you know of someone
McMorris and children.
the
homecoming at
Good Ethel Bowlin.
who can look up some of this
SUnday dinner guests in the
Miss Jean Brown of Dallas,
Bro. Wall delivered a woninformation.
Texas, visited her parents, Mr. home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl derful Easter Message to the Springs, the 4th Sunday in
PENNY ROYAL
I once had news of a Henry and Mrs. Mozelle Brown last Williams, were the Rev. and
Mt NEWS welcomes exprescongregation at Pleasant View May.
sion* troop Its railer* Rea Baker of Chowan, North Caro- weekend.
Mrs. John Wier and son, Ken- Sunday. Several visitors were
Guests Sunday in the home
The Peenyrile region in the
Mono esest be Spied but lina and "Mehring" Landing.
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jack- western secion -of Kentucky deMrs. Grace Williams,
Mrs neth, Mr. and Mrs. John Wil- present.
as will bo immitied hese with sons Enos and David, etc., Iva
kenson, Mr. and Mrs. William
Wilton Holt, who is employ- son were Mrs. Lena Cashon, rives its name from pennroyal
Everett,
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Mrs.
Frieda
Enos was in the Revolutionary
pablionsa I ragensisa.
Walston Wednesday afternoon. Pittman, Mr. and Mrs. Jim ed in Texas, came home this
War. Apparently the name of
Mr. Malcolm Johnson, Jr., of Ashley, Mr. and Mrs. Ike Mar- weekend. He will return to
the town has been changed —
Monroe, La., was called here tin, Mr. and Mrs. Travis SW- Texas the latter pert of the
"The News"
and up here rm unable to lolast week, by the serious ill- den, Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Lee week. Mrs. Holt and Rhonda
Fulton, Kentucky
NEW SHIPMENT JUST ARRIVED!
cate the town of Chowan or
ness of his father, Malcolm Sladen, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lat- will accompany him.
Dear Sirs:
what county it (is) or was in?
Johnson, Sr., at this writing ta, Mrs. Iva Everett, Mrs. Joe
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Morrison
I am trying to locate informThe Denver Library says in
visited relatives
ation relative to parents of my the very early days some of he seems to show some im- Frame, Mrs. Lorene Pressley, of Memphis
Miss Mitt Jackson, Mrs. Willie here over the weekend.
Great Grandfather, Rev. Enoch the counties in North Carolina provement.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeter Bowlin,
Mc. Jimmy Hill, of Murray, Hill, Mrs. Maude Stevens, Mrs.
David Baker, who helped found were part of Tennessee (? ?)
Ky.,
spent the weekend with Arnette Farmer, James A. Jack Mrs. Ernest Jackson attended
the Methodist Church, "PalesWill greatly appreciate a lettine'," in Fulton, Co., in 1834. ter from you. Perhaps the pres- his mother, Mrs. Willie Hill and Jimmy Everett, Rev. Mc- the singing Sunday night at
Swain, Tony and Dwight Mar- the Oak Grove Baptist Church...
Ideal for planting now: mid-season
I have been told he came to ent Methodist Minister at "Pal- and Uncle Jack Everett.
Miss Patsy Latta, of Mem- tin, Danny Latta.
Gardner Station with his par- estine" would help us?:
Sunday dinner guest of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Phil- and Mrs. Walter Cunningham
phis, Tenn., visited her parents,
ents (from Virginiar) in 1829.
Sincerely,
blooming Rev. Enoch
David
Baker
Vivian Hildreth Tarkington Mr. and Mrs. Clvis Latta over lips and children, Fulton, Ky., were, Mr. and Mrs. Charley
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and
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and
married Elizabeth Hall in 1835.
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Homer
Wood,
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(Mrs. Allen R. Tarkington)
We extend our sympathy to children, Crowley, Ky., Mr. and and Mrs. Carl Brann and famIt might help if we knew
840 Niagara Street,
Walter
Smith
Mrs.
John
the
family
of
Mr.
Inman,
visited
Mr.
where she was from?
ily, and ?tr. and Mrs. Jasper
Denver 20, Colorado
BURPEES FLOWER & VEGETABLE SEED
who
passed
away Saturday and Mrs. Carl Phillips, Sunday Elliott.
I have a copy of your paper
of January 27, 1950 mention- Ed's Note: We are pleased to morning, April 20, with a heart afternoon.
Don't forget the homecoming
ing the new church and also publish the above letter from attack. The Smiths lived in our
Mr. and Mrs. Jean Holt, InA complete variety, include award-winners.
the old ones which burned. The Mrs. Tarkington so it will thus community before moving to dianapolis, Ind., visited
his services at the Salem Methoarticle mentioned Great Grand- he well circulated throughout Tenn., and have many friends parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jake dist Church.
Sold in bulk or by ;he package.
father.
Holt over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Buttler
the Palestine community area here.
Weekend
visitors
in
the
Do you have old papers on and we urge all who can "fill
Miss Patsy Latta spent Fri- and children, Miss Glenda and
files or do you know of any in" Mrs. Tarkington to write to home of Mrs. Willie Hill were day night with her cousin, Mrs. Coleen Herndon, all of St.
Library
which
would
have her direct. We have also for- Mr. and Mrs. Joe Frame, of Annette Farmer.
Louis, Mo., spent Easter with
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Martin and their
same which in mentioning the warded the letter to Mrs. Les- St. Louis, Mo.
mother, Mrs. Thelma
Mrs. Tommy Jones, of Rice- children,
old churches, when destroyed, lie Nugent, in Fulton. our
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Anderson and brother Charles.
would perhaps
mention Rev. Palestine correspondent, who is ville. Ky., spent Friday with Ashley, Mr. and Mrs. William
Miss Glenda Herndon spent
EAST STATE LINE—OPEN DAILY—PHONE 483
Baker or his family? Could a walking history book of the Mrs. Elmer Walston.
Pittman, Mrs. Annette Farm- Sunday night with Mrs. AnnetSaturday evening dinner er attended
•
you contact them for rne?
Easter
Sunrise te Farmer.
area
I notice the town of "Cayce"
To Mrs. Tarkington, may we
mentioned
Is that close to say that although we do not
you' Are there any records have a public library which
there, Are there perhaps re- would contain the records you
cords of the "Palestine CeMe- seek, we have the world's
tery" early burials? — or any greatest unpublished collection
other old cemetery at Fulton? of geanealogy recorded in perGreat Grandfather was buri- sonal family bibles. We have
ed in January 1884 at Gardner had occasion to examine •
Station Cemetery. Perhaps old number of them at various
files would carry information times and from some of them
(relative to his early life) at one can obtain family trees
the time he was buried?
dating back almost 150 years
Would the "Veterans" Grave We feel sure that the informaRegistration Service carry the tion you seek will be thus proFather's name (from the Re- vided. If you still seek additional information feel free to
write us again!
LOOK ' COMPARE !
Now, as to some of your
Casspare Quality & Price! other
questions: Cayce is about 10 miles from Fulton, qut,
being unincorporated, does not
have official records. For such
data you would have to write
won YOU SENSATIONAL the
County Court Clerk at
Hickman, which is our county
seat
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Mr. and Mrs. Lee
children,
Snow and Glen Ray, visited
Mrs. Ella Veatch Sunday afternoon.
spent
Martha Kay Copelen
last weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Verlie Byrd and Roy.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Moore,
from Detroit, Mich.. are visiting relatives in this communi-

they
last

ty•
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and Mrs Pearl Cooper
and Mrs. Floyd
visited Mr
Conner and Mrs. Leula Conner, for a while Thursday
night.
Mrs Ella Veatch visited Mr.
Mrs. Elmer Walston a
and
while Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and
Mrs. Ella Veatch visited Mr.
and Mrs. Eli Demesworth and
family at Hickman, Sunday
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ZENITH gives you EXTRA QUALITY
Features for BETTER PERFORMANCE
• ZENITH TARGET TURRET TUNER super sensitive to
bring in amazingly clear pictures and sound.

evening.

Mr. and Mrs Elmoore Copelen and girls and Mrs. Pearl
Cooper attended the Easter
Egg Hunt at Fulton' Sunday
oven*"

• 18,000 VOLTS OF PICTURE POWER for clearer,
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removed for cleaning.
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If you're in Business, you should advertise
How long does an advertiser have
to wait to realize a profit from his advertising?
Frequently, our want ads sell the
items advertised immediately after the
paper is published. And even before
publication, a newspaper or radio station often get calls requesting information on advertisements.
Although much retail advertising
pays off quickly and dramatically, the
full effect of some advertising is not
felt for months or years. The speed of
impact varies greatly with products
and the nature of advertising programs.
For instance, the Hammond Organ
company spends a million dollars annually on advertising. However, no
single advertisement results in immediate sales. A Hammond official 884'3:
"The average Hammond customer

'STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFseaftersi

thinks about it anywhere from six
months to two years. We have to keep
reminding him. It's unlikely that any
single ad sells an organ. . ."
Some advertising campaigns must
run for decades before the full impact
is felt. The DeBeers diamond mlrea
started a campaign 1939 to increase
diamond sales. The campaign is still
running. Immediate results could not
be measured; but durinethe 18 years
covered, diamond sales per marriage
have gone up two and a half tirres.
The same process works on a local
level. The bank, the insurance company, the restaurant the florist, the
jeweler, or the automobile dealer who
advertises today is getting for more
than immediate sales.
Today's advertiser is building business for tomorrow, next year, and five
or ten years in the future.

friends and relatives over the erson of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe
weekend.
Dickerson of Wisc., visited here
Mr. Billy Mont Jones and over the weekend.
Mies Nancy Stovall, who are
Mr. Joe Byrcl and boys are
attending school in Ark., Mr. visiting in Chicago.
and Mrs. Billy Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. I. M. Jones, Mr. and Mrs Save Money — Shop In Fulton
Bill Gray and son, were Sunday dinner guest of Mr. and
Bring your repair jobs to
Mrs. George Gardner.
WEBB'S
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. SatterWelding, Blacksmith,
field are visiting their son and
and Machine Shop
family, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Satterfield in Pearice, Ill., over
JAMES C. CROFT,
the weekend.
ownar and operator.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard JohnGET THEM FIXED
ston of St. Louis, visited Mr.
RIGHT at
d Mrs. Willie Johnston Fri103 McDowell Street
day night.
Mrs. Mary Thompson of Fulnext to Pierne-Cequin
ton spent Sunday with Miss
Lumber Co.
Boone Walker.
Phone 345
Mr. and Mrs. Davis Lee Dick-

GUARANTEED TO OUT PERFORM
ALL OTHER SETS
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Regardless of Distance !

Is Divorce the only answer
By Charles G. Johnson
I

Associate Editor of THE TIDINGS
"WHY DO MEN and women, once
in love file for divorce?"
For Judge Louis H. Burke of the
Los Angeles Superior Court, this question was important. He knew that in
the courts of Los Angeles County
alone, the fateful words, "Divorce
granted", were intoned more than
seventy times daily. Something had to
be done about this, and the judge decided to do it.
BEHIND THE COMPLAINTS of
spatting couples, Judge Burke discovered one central fact: Too many Ti.
couples fail to realize the finality of
the marriage bond — that it is x lifetime contract
What's more, marriage is a special
involves
God.
it
since
contract
Through marriage a man and woman
receive the right and privilege to cooperate with God in bringing children
into the world. It is not for pleasure
or convenience that people marry but
to help God. Marriage then is sacred.
A FAILURE to recognize this basic
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There is wonderful opportunity in television and making
your own records. A "name"
as a start on IV and a "voice"
for hit songs are a combination
that has made big money for
those who reach for the big
moment and get it. Around you
today you will see more than
a dozen young stars who started out just that way.

How successful is the contract?
TIME MAGAZINE in an article on
Judge Burke declared: "In two years
his court has become a prototype, and
his 887 united homes are a Mining
record..."
Reviewing the hundreds of reconciliations in his court, the judge himself says, "There is little equal to the
satisfaction of aiding a couple to surmount misunderstandings, forgive injuries, and go back together deter- mined to face the future with love,
hcue. and trusi.."
JUDGE BURKE' was spurred on by
conviction that marriagn is a slcred
contract, blessed by God Himself. If
all e us shared this conviction, many
more couples would be saved from
ruin.
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"So I only earn heN ssy salerr—year other inveshnents
don't bring you more than 10 per cent r'
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Miss Janet Watts left Friday
for Murray, Kentucky
where
Price
Fulton golfers will journey she wil attend summer school
to
Mayfield Sunday, where at Murray State Teachers Colthey will engage in a match lege.
with the Mayfield sportsmen.
Tabulated scores . for Fulton
Miss Doris Bushart left Monplayers were as follows: Les- day for Murray, Ky., where
lie Weaks 84, Harold Owen 86, she is
attending summer school
Frank Can eh Albert Robert- at Murray State
Teachers Col'son 86, Ward McClellan 86, lege.
EASY
Ernest Fall 89, Leland Bugg 91,
Gid Willingham 91, Bud Davis
TERMS
92, Jim Gordon 93, Morris
Miles 93, Dave Craddock 94, C. •BEELERTON NEWS
W Bridges 96, Robert Laitmer
Mrs. E. W. MeMerries •
96, P. T. Jones 96, L. 0. Carter
101, Byron
Blagg 107,
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred McCorky Dunn 107, Robert Bin- Marries, Eugene
and Glenda,
ford 108, J. D. Hales 110. Born visited in Gleason,
Tenn. SunHicklin 111, Phil Porter 114.
day.
111•6.1 EOM Mahogany Color Ceneelli..
Mr. and Mrs Willard Out?I'°wren diagonal picture tube. 11$11 se.
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. WilliamIn. rectangular Picture.
son of near Fulton announce lan6 and family visited Mr.
the engagement and approach- and Mrs Tommy Burton SunURA EXTRA hews: mos EXTRA Perisnesessead blispesst
day.
ing marriage of their daughter.
Mabel Williamson, to Donald
Mr. and Mrs. George GardMabry, son of Mr. and Mrs. ner were Friday night supper
Alvin Mabry of near Cayce. guest of Mr. and Mrs. Winfred
Ky. The ceremony is to ha McMorries, Eugene and
Glenda.
said Friday evening. June 18,
Mr. and Mrs. Narvell Johns
Puha*
at the home of the bride's and boys of Arkansas, visited 306 Main St.
Phone 307
grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs
John C. Browder ef near Fulton.
Jane lit, 1937

MODEL

249"

ROPER if-latifICE

The following announcement
is taken from the Union City
Messenger and is of interest to
many Fulton people. The wedding of Miss Essie D. Pierce of
this city to Preston Watts of
Fulton. Ky, was solemnized
eight
at
evening
Saturday
o'clock, by the Rev. 0. C. Wrather, pastor of the First Methodist Church The friends present for the ceremony were
Misses Alethea Burress, Winnie Little, Margaret Wilkerson,
Polly Pierce, Irene Jackson,
Carlene Miller, Messrs Junior
Laird, J. C. Olive, and Norman
Journigan.

with her fine collection of current recordings of top vocalist,
bands, combinations; listening
to them, studying their style,
even copying a few tricks for
her own use She's well informed on these things, like any
professional must be Of course
she's young; she has more to
G. N. Choate, proprietor of
Nancy plans to see the big learn, but I have never seen the new Hotel Fulton opposite
recording companies in New anyone as eager.
Warner Orpheum Theatre, statYork. All of them have lots
ed this week that open-house
I am still amazed at her will be held Sunday night, and
of unpublished tunes, just waiting for the right voice to fit. trumpet performance for the the general public is invited to
scholarship audition at Murray visit
the
new, Modernistic
Nancy, Bobby Boaz and I in February; I did her accom- building which is nearing companiment
for that one. She pletion and ready for occuplayed with an "outside" band
for a dance down in Milan. picked the hardest trumpet pancy. A large, spacious lobby
Tennessee just after she had number ever written, practiced will open onto Tourth Street,
been notified of the TV selec- hard on it for three weeks by and a stairway will lead to
tion, and the bend
director, herself; spent a week running modern, commodious rooms awhen he heard the news, shook over it with piano and then bove. Several Ayres rooms will
went to Murray and blew the be available on the ground
his head in despair, saying that
off the fine arts building. floor. George Newton Choate,
roof
once Nancy got to New York
she'd probably not come back.
All the trumpet playing she Jr., and Algie Choate will be
A number over at Murray in has even done was with the in charge of the new hotel, and
college musical circles feel that Fulton High school band plus visitors will be welcomed Sunthey have already lost a pros- second trumpet with the Mel- day afternoon and evening. It
pective freshman whose coming ody Men! Of course, as second will be open for business MCMthey have looked forward to. trumpet with the orchestra she day. June 21, Messrs. Choate
Nancy had planned to sing was playing alongside Charles will be assisted by a matron in
with the band next year.
Wade Andrews, whom I have conducting the hostelry.
for three years regarded as the
The Illinois Oil Company, of
I believe there may be big best on the horn in West Kenthings in store for her, because tucky and Tennessee, bar none. which H. C. Sams is local
agent. has just added a new
she has the looks and the ability. She plays the ukelele well
Nancy is proud of her honor truck, which will be used by
and Godfrey likes the ukelele. roll standing at Fulton High the wholesale department to
We know she was in a special and does, above all, demand of make tank wagon deliveries to
priVate conference Saturday af- herself that she continue her customers in this territory. Mr.
ternoon with Janette Davis, college schooling. I am sure Sams states that increasing of
producer of the Godfrey show that any decision she makes patronage of friends made it
... perhaps she will stay on this week or next will be in- necessary to innovate • new
with Godfrey after this week. fluenced by whether or not she truck.
Perhaps Janette has other sug- can continue her schooling with
Miss Carolyn Beadles left
gestions for her; I wouldn't be it. When she auditioned in
surprised
that
Janette
has Nashville she was hoping that this week for Bowling Green,
Kentucky where she will entaken quite a fancy to her.
any possible call to New York
roll in summer school at WesNancy also has a fine voice would come after graduation
tern State Teachers College.
and
knows popular styling. in Fulton High in May and not
While most of the rest of her before; when she left for New
Who knows what the future
classmates at Fulton High have York last week she fully ex- will bring for Nancy? What
been _doing other things this pected to return to Fulton in ever you do, don't sell her
year, Nancy has spent many 10 days get back to school, and short.
quiet hours before her prized then go to Murray for summer
And Jo's with her. Don't sell
ht-fi record player at home IschooL
her short, either!

Windage

Probably all who are following the career of Nancy Adams
are wondering today: is Nancy
coming back to Fulton after
this week of nation-wide TV
appearances, or will offers and
opportunities keep her in New
York? Has her appearance on
nation-wide TV stirred anyone
to seek her out for regulai
programs, or anything else in
the entertainment field?
Don't
laugh.
Our
friend
Nancy is enjoying that oncein-a-lifetime (for many performers) opportunity to zoom to
something big, overnight. This
week she is playing the major
leagues; she is being looked
over by recording companies,
TV show directors, probably
musical acts, trios, girl orchestras ... who knows what all.
And when you get a big
break like that, you take advantage of it if the opportunity
presents itself. I don't imagine
Nancy is shopping around, but
I feel prett7 sure that if someone is looking for her and offers an attractive deal that she
likes, Nancy will accept it if
possible I think she should
and I think we should all encourage her to do it.

truth about marriage has resulted in
our overwhelming divorce rate. Many
divorces could be avoided if this
"sacredness" were better understood.
But how could this be done?
If the marriage contract itself was
not enough to keep couples together,
perhaps a legal contract would help.
Six months and 50,000 words later,
Louis Burke came up with the answer.
THE JUDGE'S contract was more
than a kiss-and-make-up proposition.
It had teeth providing for stiff fines
and even jail sentences. Its 36 pages
cover the whole range of family relations from nagging to sex.
No one is forced to sign this contract. All couples who want to mend
their marriage can study the document. If they sign, they do it voluntarily.
AFTER THE CONTRACT, such
violations as tamperng with the family budget, losing ones's temper, or
giving the silent treatment will land
the erring spouse in court. What was
before a domestic problem is n)w a
civil offense.
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WE HAVE HINE REAL GOOD PRICES ON
SEED! NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY.
Now is the time to sow Red Top, Timothy,
Fescue,

Rye Grass and Orchard Grass, also White Dutch
IS SIMPLY AMAZON,
. and Ladino Clover, Kobe and Korean. We cru'r7
most all kinds of Field and Garden Seed. We reTAIL MUIR "Jr'

serve the right to limit quantities.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
PHONES:602-603
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FREE DELIVERY AND PARKING LOT
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Or-111
rhfr
aell
that, too

ferent cut f I der e r s
were
brought by members and Mrs.
King gave an interesting disof
of fundamentals
cussion
flower arrangement. Also type
of containers to use in differHarry
W. "Jack" Roberts
':t places and fixed several this week
announced that lie is
beautiful arrangements.
withdrawing as a candidate for
•
Reading report given by Mrs. cmnrnonwealth attorney in the
C B. Caldwell in absence of first judicial district of KenMrs. Murphy Books were ex- tucky, comprising Fulton, Hickand
changed and number of books man, Carlisle, Ballard
We extend our deepest sym- each member had read.
Grates counties.
pathy to the faintly of Mrs.
In making his withdrawal
Followed with a "Quiz on
Lela Casey who died last week. Women."
said
Roberts
announcement
She was the grandmother of
Margaret Walker of our office.
Several of our girls enjoyed
dining at the Derby Cafe last
Thursday night. Among those
attending were Anna Bizzle,
Clark,
Seath, Hazel
Eunice
Ashb y, Helen
Mary Ellen
Campbell, Bobbie Brown, Helen
Williams, Eula Mulford, Mar
ion Lee Ray, Peggy Wilkerson,
Sylvia Yates, Virginia Forrest,
Nell
Gore, Tommie
Nancy
Gates.
Friends of Marion and CharCOT TAGE •••••-•
les Ray enjoyed • fish supper
CHEESE
at Reelfoot Lake on Marion's
birthday, Saturday. Those going were Helen and Jas Paul
Campbell. June McKinney and
and
Grissom, Janie
Wayne
!tarry Barber, Katherine and
Neal Rosa, Joan and Glen
Owensby, 'Bill Rodgers and
Marion and 'Clie7'es Ray Rice.

JACK ROBERTS
WITHDRAWS WE

Ore
al*

••••••••
MOM

to

lommb.

*act-

April 23: Edwin Matheny,
Paula Whitlock, Wayne Peterson; April 26: Jerry Allen;
April 27. Stella Lawrence, Judy
Neeley, Ruby Barber, Patsy
Tucker; April 28• Mrs Leland
Bugg Charles Huddleston Kenneth L.acewell; April 29 Richard Caldwell Alan Benedict,
Harvey
Mrs. Harry Jackson.
Vaughan, Mrs. Paul Nanney,
Miller, Fairra
Mrs. Elwpod
Maude Finch; April 30 W. H.
Harrison. Ronnie Hornra, Mr.
and Mrs. Wesley Bolin, Mrs.
Harry Watts; May 1: Madeline
Goodwin.

NEVIS
• PALESTINENugent
•
Mrs. Leslie

The monthly meeting of Palestine Homemakers met Thursday. April 18th, in an all day
meeting at Community Center.
Meting opened with devotional by Mrs Frank Stroud
and read the thought of the
Loved"
I've
month. "These
closed with prayer.
anMcLeod
Mrs. Bertha
nounced the district meeting
May 3rd at Murray State College and reservations for meal
tickets taken.
Members voted on project
lessons for anothet year.
Pot luck lunch served at
noon by hostesses Mesdames
Avery Hancock and C. B. Cald-

T7

•

that at the time he entered the
race he did so under the impression that the incumbent
commonwealth attorney Flavius
B. Martin of Mayfield, was in
failing health and would not
stand for reelection.
Martin last week announced
that he is a candidate again
and would enter the May 28
Democratic primary for reelec-

would not run again, said that
it would be "pretentious" of
him to continue in the race in
view of the fact that during
the past 36 years his fellow
attorneys in the district had
never contested Martin because
of
respect for his performdnce of the duties of the
office.

CO.
cividG

located on U. S. 51 at the
"Y", has been changed to
;North Fulton Drive-In" for
better location identification.

April 23, to
World's Biggest
Fishing Rodeo"
Paris, April 26

SHORT SUBJECTS

The largest deposit of high
quality ball clay, used in many
lines of ceramic products and
many
other
manufactured
items, is located in Graves
County.

Now We
Bring You
Something
NEW ---

004.
mits

BUTTER MILK

CO.
cs/tataA"

PASTEURIZED
.
2
\.
HOriOG
jut=

PASTEURIZED

HOnOCOLZEDI

NOW ON SALE AT YOUR FAVORITE GROCERY
That's right folks - - - here we are again with
another great product.
COUNTRY FLAKE BUTTERMILK
is milder and has a distinctive different flavor
- - - it has uniformity - - - It has real flakes of
butter added right in.

well.
In the afternoon the major
lesson was given by Mesdames
M. R. Jeffress and Roy Bard
"Ironing the easier way." And
how much 'aggress has been
made by disfaying sad irons
to different types of electric
irons. After demonstrating the
roller iron it proved to be a
time saver and easier work.
Mrs. Avery Hancock, 4-H
Club leader, gave a report on
her work and was well pleased
with the girls sewing and
would be a display of work
and judged Monday at Cayce
school.
Recreation of two contests
led by Mrs. Hillman Collier
— two songs led by Mrs. Harvey Prawitt.
Landscape leader, Mrs. Percy
King, told in her notes to pull
all old blooms from daffodils
and scatter bone meal around
and rake in to soil. Also early
be
blooming shrubs should
pruned.
A beautiful display of dif-

For just that right flavor - - - for just the right
dietary food - - - you won't go wrong when you
drink a glass of the delicious - - -

COUNTRY
ktA

pot
CO.
cm/14W
M
VIDG

iSe

Grandparents ma grandebildzen love Baton.
ma beams it soothe temperamental tummies,.
low it fee maim and bekips.
And —

"Monthly Pains" stopped
or amazingly relieved
In 3 out if 4 caws in doctors' tests,
• Chances are you're
putting up — unnecessarily — with
the functionally
caused pains,
cramps and weak,
"no good" feelings of
menstruation!
For, in setual tests
by doctors. Lydia
Pinkham's Compound brought complete or striking
relief from such din- zo/
tress in 3 out of 4 of
Me canes!
Lydia Pinkham's Is modern Os Its
Srget Lydia E Pinkharn's Vegetable Compound—or new, improved
Tablets with added iron. See if —
through the month--it doesn't
relief from thciee backaches, litfeel better before and
period I
Or— you suffer from functional
*hot flashes" of "change of life," dad
Out kow wonderful Plnkhain's Is for
that. toot

publicize 'The
Fish Fry and
to be held in
and 27.

HIGH QUAL/TY CLAY

A bevy of west Tennessee
girls garbed in shorts, pedal
NAME CHANGED
pushers and other holiday attion.
Manager Ed Fritts announc- tire, will be a feature of a
Roberts, who made it clear
that he had entered the race ed this week that the name of :0 automobile caravan to arrive
only because he though Martin the Midway Drive-In Theatre, in Fulton .at 12 noon Tuesday,

409

,,,„‘
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SPECIAL' Bargains in living ARTHUR Fulmer clear plastic WORK shoes $3.95 up
All
Haws Memorial Mrs. W. T.
room
Hospital News
suites; dining
room
seat coven. Regular $24.96.
lengths, widths. Forrester's
Bowden, Mrs. John Hodges,
suites,
SPECIAL prices on closeout
odd
chairs,
table
Special
$20.95.
Guaranteed
Shoo Shop.
The following were patients Mn. Sam Batts, Shirley Rolots of Flat Enamel and
lamps, washing machine
for life of car. Western Auto tVILLS DRILLED hie industry
hi tins local Hospitals Wednes- berta, alr" of Dukedom; Mrs.
motors at Wade's Used FurMedium gloss paints. Seven
Store, Lake Street, Fulton.
and
homes. Modena equipElton Gliason, Pilot Oak; Mrs.
morning.
&LI. KINDS Winfifli—T—
niture Store, 112 -Main Street; WANTED! Special Students —
colors. Exchange
mis
Furniture
ment, experienced madman& dayFulton
Dewey Crimson, Martin; Mrs.
Hospital
while you wait Forrester%
•
Mrs.
phone 478.
Company, Church Street, FulRodHigh
Write or call Widows Ca., ney
School
College
and
Miller and baby. Mrs Ida Hattie Isbell, Wingo, Mrs. MorShoe Shop, 294 Make.ton.
FOIE =NT: Floor sembag maDrop-Outs! To help you prePhone SOL
E.7Simpson, both of Dukedom; ton Gurley and baby, Illinois;
WANTF-D at once: Raleigh HOME furnishings: Maytag
chine and elecerle boor pike- pare for a brighter and more SOFT-LITE rubber-bea
n paint Mrs gra Lee Cob, Mrs. C. II. Allen
Austin. Mrs. W. B.
dealer in Fulton or Hickman
m and electric enemas clew- successful future we offer
Washers, $37.50; G E. Washonly /445 gallon. All pop- Hornsby, Mrs. Hugh J
French, Eaves, Mrs. Robert Bell, Billy
Counties or City of Fulton
se,. Exchange Furniture Co.
er 39.95; Perfection oil cook
special courses with indiviular colors. Exchange Furni- Mrs. Scott Demyer,
all of Joe McNeil, Walter Gutfrey,
See or write Bill Johnson,
Phone 85, Church elms&
stove $22.50; 9x12 rugs, $4.95;
dual instruction. Good preture
Company, Church Hickman; Albert Turner, Mrs. Mrs Nell Warren, Mrs. Morris
Box 352, Ftuseell Springs; or
9x12 Gold seal rugs, $9.95 at WANTED
paration
is vital to success!
Street, Fulton.
to
buy: standing
Dentis McDaniel, Mrs. Sadie Smith, all of Fulton.
write Raleigh's, Dept. KY-D
Wade's Used Furniture Store,
Contact Bruce Business In- FARM
timber. It V. Miles, Route
Stroud,
REAL
Jones Hospital; Mr, and Mrs.
all of Clinton; Mrs. C.
ESTATE
LOANS:
107I-R, Freeport, ilL
112 Main Street, Phone 478.
utute, 308 Poplar
Street,
2, Sharon, Tenn..
To provide working capital, H. Newman, Union City; Mrs. Ed Stowe, Dresden; Mrs. John
BUY W L Douglas shoes in
Martin. Tel. 6415.
low
interest,
long
term. K. P. Dalton, Jr., Luther Pic- Napier, Sr., Union City; Mrs.
Fulton at In,on-ester's Shoe LAWNMOWERS: Eclipse lawn- WHILE it lavta: Inlaid linoleum FOR THE BEST Deal uri Office
Charlie
mowers, all sizes, $64.50 and
Stephenson, Phone kens, both of Water Valley; Dorothy Emerson, Pilot Oak;
and plastic tile blocks, only
Shop.
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
61, Fulton.
Jo* Jonas, Arlington; W. A. Mrs. Willie Fuller, M. C Johnup. Burnette Tractor Co kth
10c each. Exchange Furniture
See James 0. Butts at The MAYTAG
Box, Mrs. R. V. Putnam, Sr., lion. Mrs. Guy' Perry, Frank
HAVE YOU shopped at our
St. Fulton.
Company, Church Street,
WASHERS,
standard
Harvey
Caldwell
Co.,
large display room for your
Fulton.
and automatic models. $139.95 Joe Edd Garrison, Mrs. Billy Browder, Mrs. It. L. Cannon,
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
plumbing needs? See our NOW is the time to get your
and up. Sales and service. Gilbert, J. A. Taylor, Eva Mrs. W. N. Wilson and baby,
Typewriter and Adding Mac- BARGAINS: Gibson Ikton airPhone 674. We trade for your
huge stocks of kitchen and
Bennett Electric, Phone 201. Jones, Mrs. Harp Bryan, Cal- Mrs. Charles Singleton and
equipment
Overhauled.
See
Cleo
hine
old
conditioner unit thermatistic
vin King, B. B. Stephenson, baby, Mrs. J A. Hickman, all
bathroom
fixtures;
newest
Peeples, Service Manager of
control $189.95. Burnette START BREATHING down our
Mrs. Mike Fry, James Ray of Fulton.
styles, colors; prices to fit
The Harvey Caklwell ComTractor Co. 4th St. Fulton.
necks while we figure you
Campbell, Mrs. Vivian Beadles,
your pocketbook Open anySERVICE!
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out- SMOOTH, Brother Smooth;
F-stone Browder, all of Fulton
a deal on a Used Car buy.
time, day or night at 909
Go To Churcn hunday
fitters, Phone 674.
Atkins Motor Sales.
that's what you'll be saying
Arch Street. "We carry parts
Prompt, reasonable service on
when you drive one of our FARM LOANS: Long term, Television and radio sets. Work
and
materials".
Campbell's FOR SALE: Heavy duty Deautomobiles
Atkins
Plumbing
Motor
Shop, Telephone
low interest rates on real guaranteed. Call 613, Union
Laval pipeline milker unit;
Sales.
1037R.
eState. Charles Cannon Phone City.
vacuum can hoist; six can
One-day pickup and delivery
61, Fulton.
cooler; two Hudson stalls. SAFETY-TOE shoes are always
BARGAINS: Gas stoeres $20.00
service.
Half
price.
Covington,
J.
W.
available at Forrester's Shoe
to $50.00; apartment-size
Phone 998R-4.
JUST ARRIVED!
Shop.
electric stove $34.95: good
KING
2 BIG HITS — EVERY ONE WELCOME
used refrigerators; new Speed LAWN Mowerstused, push type, FOR SALE: 6-hp outboard moQueen washers $119.95 and
NEW 1957
tor, like
guaranteed.
new
A-1 condition $6 to $14. Powyour old washer; new platTelevision Service
Only $110. Western Auto,
er mowers, rotary or reel.
form rocker $19.95 at Wade's
Fulton.
Western Auto, Fulton.
WALLPAPERS
!
Used Furniture Store, 112
TIRE SALE at Bennett's Cities FOR effitient used automobiles,
• ._
C.
Main Street; phone 478.
I 2 GREAT HITS ON ONE BIG PROGRAM I
Chevrolet
Service on Fourth Street and
see Dan Taylor.
OPENING FOR
Over 400 patterns in stock.
Used Car Lot, Fourth Street,
Maynard's Cities Service on
Also see our special order
ROUGH-T011:11
Representative
Fulton.
Martin, Highway!
books!
FARM LOANS
=Ain

CLASSIFIED ADS

NOW OPEN EVERY NITE

FREE SHOW TONITI 'Thum'
FRIDAY 6, SATURDAY

Long Terms-Easy Payments

MOTHER'S DAY

For all kinds of

is near. Give HER

HARNESS & RIDING

a

ATKINS. HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

see

from
List your
and town Property
with the

FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.

/06

Main St
•

Intone

WOODRUFF

STUDIO

American Legion Bldg.
Fulton, Ky.

WFUL (1270 Kt., seinsay 9:13

"The Harness Men"
227 East 4th St
Across from Bob White

BALDWIN GRAND
(Large piano)
Used; excellent condition
7-foot size

JONES PIANOS

"GETTING ALONG
WITH OTHERS"

Church St.

Fulton

MOHAWK CARPET

A. J. WRIGHT

$850.00
How Christian
Sriprice Heals

FURNITURE COMPANY

EQUIPMENT

PORTRAIT

—Insurance—

Farm

EXCHANGE

(Mrs. Guy Jones)
1000 E. Main Street
Union City, Tenn.
Phone 911

WALL-TO-WALL
OR ROOM SIZE
Call us to estimate your job!
We also install linoleum, asphalt tile, rubber tile and plastic
tile.

REPAIR SERVICE

FULTON HARDWARE

RADIO AND TV

and Furniture Company
208 Lake Street
Phone 1

Any asake---any

Main it

We have an opening for
one representative in Fulton
County who has had experience in selling insurance.
Experience is not necessary,
but helpful.
Leads are furnished from
mailing, radio and TV advertising Liberal first commission and renewals.
Our line features the latest
in disability, hospitalization
and life contracts.
A late-model car and at
least- a high school education are required.
This is a special opportunity for the right man. All
replies held confidential, of

ft a

THE MAD
TEENAGERS
-'ittrt

PETE'S GARAGE
U. S. 51 North

Fulton. Ky.

Across From Zippy Cafe

National Travelers
Insurance Agency
Write Box 127, Paducah, Ky.
Telephone 31616

ALAN FREED
CHUCK BERRY
Leterne Raker
Frankie Lyman
The Teenagers

IRANI

LOVEJOY • BRASSELLE
CATHY

AAIUN

JOA

O'DONNELL • SHARP!

ad At The World'

ROCK-ROCK-ROCK

SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY
Susan Hayward

•

Robert Mitchum

"THE LUSTY MEN"
Great Dramatic

Action

Story of the Rodeo Circuit

NEXT WED. & THURS.
John Wayne

Phone 211

Authorised RCA-Victor
Sales and Service

Fulton County

COWIN

model

WOOD & PRUITT TV

In

• Dan Dailey

•

Maureen

O'Hara

THE WINGS OF THE EAGLE

NORTH FULTON DRIVE-IN
(Formerly Midway) on 51

3 Miles North

24-HOUR WRECKER AND
GARAGE SERVICE
JUNK YARD

You•invited to the

GRAND
OPENING

USED CARS AND PARTS
Phones
Garage 9134; Home 1795

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP

LOOK!
Compare'Quality AU

RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone 1666

BEFORE YOU BUY.
:

Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders—Special orders

GIFT Headquarters
for
Graduation
Mother's Day
Diamond Rings
$19.75 to $6,000 00
Bulova — Elgin
Hamilton Watches
Easy Credit terms
at
West Kentucky'3
Largest Jewelry Store

Perel & Lowenstein
Mayfield, Ky.

Fri-Sat-Apr. 26-27
• 21-inch cut, recoil starter,

To be given away

FREE
On Opening Days!
Be Sure to Register!

21/
4 hp 4-cycle POW/ER
MOWER
• Camfield electric mixer
and stainless steel
bowls.
• DGminion pop-up toaster.
(Candy and balloons for
the children 1)

Clyde Fields
SERVICE STATION
306 West State Line

Phone 9163

SPECIALS
THIS WEEK
For
Formals & Graduations
White Laurilin, 45-inches
$1.29
wide only .
White eyelet embroidered
$1.59
pique only
White eyelet embroidered
$1.49
batiste only
69c
White organdy
White nylon embosed
98c
organdy only
White linen and rayon 79c
98c
White Lace
69c
Net, assorted colors
69c
Taffeta
New Summer Material;
Arriving each week!

• Fulton Fabric Shop
Commercial Avenue

2 PIECE

"SOFA BED"

LIVING ROOM SUITES
$139.50

$149.50

$159.50

$30 TRADE - IN
ALLOWANCE
EASY TERMS

g- 72 .!. tt 2 It•tz

OF CLYDE FIELD'S NEW SERVICE STATION

NO CARRYING CHARGES
00

Exchange Furniture Co.
Church Street

Fulton, Ky.
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